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Symposium 2019

Insights GBS 2019 – “Reporting is not enough”

“Good enough” is by no means “enough” – and as
you might expect this expression applies to reporting,
too. Once again, we would like to provide you
with key take aways from the 10th Geschäftsberichte-
Symposium 2019 and wish you an inspiring read!



Think about – and shape – the future today
Forward-thinking reporting acknowledges megatrends while 
still heeding the company-specific context

Nowadays, the transformation in communication technology affects nearly all markets 
and business models. The same can be said for quality journalism – what matters 
is not a question of the right platform but maintaining a consistent focus on reader- 
friendly content and its financing according to Mark Dittli, business journalist and 
 former chief editor of “Finanz und Wirtschaft”, in his remarks at the VIP lunch. Similarly, 
Christof Ehrhart, head of Corporate Communications, External Relations and Brand 
Management at Bosch points out that content and topics highlight a new, wide-rang-
ing understanding of legitimacy and heightened stakeholder expectations of the re-
porting companies. In any case, technology is and remains a crucial driver that is also 
becoming more and more impacted by Artificial Intelligence. Both the publishing 
and recipient sides of the coin broadly agree that Artificial Intelligence will hugely 
transform reporting. Consequently, research and better computer performance are 
fostering new evaluation methods. Using these new methods, you are able to verify, 
for example, the impact of good environmental, social and governance management 
on company performance. It enables investors like Ed Cook, Managing Director at 
BlackRock, to make sustainable investment decisions. At the same time, ongoing 
 developments in computer-controlled technologies harbor risks such as capital mar-
ket-influenced manipulation attempts. These in turn can be detected today, though, 
by system-supported text analysis. For the reporting profession digitization creates 
opportunities and disruption at the same time: Lifelong learning as well as the impe-
tus to constantly gain new insights are crucial prerequisites in sustainably mastering 
the mounting volumes of data and their software solutions.

Don’t drop the ball: the knowledge base grows exponentially.
That’s why you need to keep abreast of relevant topics,

trends and technologies over the next few years and ensure
you make timely decisions for your future reporting.
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The tip of the iceberg
Clear strategy and management are the prerequisites  
of good reporting

A company planning to practice excellent reporting first needs an integral under-
standing of reporting since it generates more than just a company report. It is both 
catalyst and mirror of the soul – from strategic decision-making to corporate man-
agement. According to Antoinette Hunziker-Ebneter, Founding Partner of the asset 
management and investment firm Forma Futura Invest AG and Chairwoman of the 
Board of the Cantonal Bank of Berne AG, the Board of Directors (“The Shaping Board”) 
bears a significant responsibility as it determines and shapes the company’s long-
term objectives. And as the company’s ambassador it represents a common set of 
values and culture. Kai Rolker, Head of Communications at Clariant, is convinced 
that reporting serves as a fundamental driver: self-assurance should definitely be 
viewed as a key feature of the recurring Integrated Reporting ritual which creates 
a common understanding of the purpose and benefit of the report and helps break 
down silo mentalities. The same mindset is apparent in the development of visuali-
zations and complex infographics. The real value, for example in the business model 
visualization, lies in the creative process as well as in the discussions on content 
 illustrated across all management levels. More often than not, as Symposium discus-
sions repeatedly show, the annual report reveals the gap between external report-
ing and the familiarity of report content on topics such as ESG factors. Not only must 
the company create awareness of strategic decisions and objectives, these need 
to be addressed in the corporate report and portrayed in the form of scorecards and 
quantifiable goals.

View your reporting more as an opportunity and
less as an assignment. Use this chance for close cooperation

with those responsible for corporate strategy
and management. “Looking ahead” will become ever

more important – focus on it.
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Know your annual report reader like yourself
Successful reporting is geared toward the needs  
of key stakeholders

Reporting is the lubricant of a well-functioning capital market. Inadequate reporting 
disrupts the balance of information between company and stakeholders and calls 
for regulation, concludes Ed Cook. Regulators, and increasingly more investors, want 
companies to prove their status as a “good citizen”. Companies are recording 
a growing number of inquiries on this from investors. Kai Rolker is convinced that tre-
mendous external pressure leads to uneasiness in many companies. The best way 
of addressing this is to confront the challenges and produce an integrated report. The 
real risk, warns Antoinette Hunziker-Ebneter, is that reporting focuses on risks gener-
ated from the outside and neglects the factors relevant to the company. For example, 
society’s hot topic, climate change, is not the most relevant issue for a bank. That 
it finds a way into reporting indicates a materiality-dualism (Christian Leitz, UBS) from 
the corporate and stakeholder perspective. The decision on what needs to be (or 
not to be) disclosed beyond the compulsory ultimately lies with the company. Contin-
uously taking the pulse of relevant stakeholders helps – and not only in reporting. 
As a newspaper publisher example illustrates, the cause of many industry crises is that 
neglected stakeholders are suddenly pivotal in their economic success or failure. 
That is why Antoinette Hunziker-Ebneter believes, with justification, that stakeholder 
dialogue is a duty of the Board.

Do your homework when it comes to stakeholder analysis
and then go your own way – always guided by the information

needs of your key stakeholders.
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Trust, trust and yet again, trust. The power of immateriality
Trustworthy reporting is genuine

The significance of external perception is growing rapidly in the age of hyper-trans-
parency, and so for stakeholders, transparent reporting means quality of information 
and not quantity. Professor Christof Ehrhart clearly demonstrates how the internal 
and external overlap today. Immaterial company assets are reflected in confidence 
and in reputation. Public opinion and published opinion (by informed elites) can 
 differ significantly. The view of reporting as a rendering of accounts indicates an out-
dated perception of corporate communication. For communication in the post-mod-
ern age Professor Ehrhart recommends assessing relevant issues in regular dialogue 
with stakeholders. Trust can only be earned by those who build trust. Mark Dittli, 
chief editor of “The Market”, suspects that honest information toward business journal-
ists leads to a positive media response. Conversely, corporate spokespersons gain 
more trust from business journalists due to their expertise and industry knowledge. 
And BlackRock has observed that in capital market communication the reinforced 
 focus on dialogue is underscored, among others, in the growing number of employees 
engaged in company relationship management.

Transparency is more than a buzzword –
it is your “license to operate.”

Time to value the immaterial assets of your company
and view reporting as their important messenger.
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Perpetual motion
Ten symposia are not enough by a long shot …

At this year’s Anniversary Symposium, and at the prior events, there have been re-
curring themes that will doubtless shape reporting in the years to come. The Corpo-
rate Reporting Monitor developed for the 10th anniversary by the Symposium host, 
the Center for Corporate Reporting (CCR) and the Center for Research in Financial 
Communication at the University of Leipzig, offers a glimpse into the future and 
 provides a strategic perspective on corporate reporting. The continuing large number 
of participants demonstrates just how much ongoing interest there is in the key top-
ics of this dynamic field. Looking at the many inspiring and provocative discussions at 
the Symposium we can see that there is still much more to explore in reporting. 
 Reason enough to predict a bright future for this event. In other words: ten symposia 
are definitely not enough!
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Are you interested in an in-depth discussion on these intriguing topics?

Werner Rudolf is looking forward to hearing from you: 
werner.rudolf@neidhartschoen.ch, +41 44 446 82 82

Center for Corporate Reporting
Dorfstrasse 29, CH-8037 Zurich
+41 44 446 83 50, info@corporate-reporting.com www.corporate-reporting.com
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